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Reply to ‘‘Comment on ‘Molecular gyroscopes and biological effects of weak extremely
low-frequency magnetic fields’ ’’
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General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 38 Vavilova St., 119991 Moscow, Russian Federation

~Received 4 May 2003; revised manuscript received 20 May 2003; published 20 August 2003!

It is stated in the Comment that the interference mechanism, which hypothetically drives some magnetobio-
logical effects, occurs only in circumstances that are implausible and does not lead to a detectable magneto-
biological effect. The reasoning underlying such a statement was analyzed. The statement is shown to be
unsubstantiated.
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The Reply to the Comment consists of the following r
marks, in order of importance.

~1! In Ref. @1#, we noted that the number of angular sta
of a molecular rotator, in an idealized protein cavity, pop
lated at room temperature approaches 103 and we considered
that only the lowest states could result in the magnetic eff

We assumed thereby that~A! higher states do not contrib
ute to the effect, which then maximally equals 1/2n, wheren
is the number of states taken into account (0<m<n),
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if n states are equipopulated att510. This assumption was
justified by the observed convincing consistency between
theory and many experiments.

In the Comment, it was assumed, in contrast, that~B!
higher states with values of m up to103 contribute to mag-
netobiological effects (MBE). Naturally, given that, an MBE
of the order of 1023 was found. That implicit assumption i
based only on the possibility of formally using large valu
for n in the theory. However, the theory, as presented in R
@1#, has been developed for the case of several low-ly
states.

It is now seen that MBE magnitude, as estimated in
Comment, was built on an additional assumption and w
not related to the original mechanism. It is a logical error
kind of thesis substitution: criticizable in fact was notour
theory, but a theory developedfrom ours by the replacemen
of postulatesA and B; in that, deductions were ascribed
the original theory.

The logically correct question would be which of the tw
assumptions,A or B, is closer to reality. AssumptionA, being
in agreement with experiments, is, of course, more vuln
able from a theoretical viewpoint. However, it provides t
simplest form of our theory. We would like to specify th
with more details.

There are different ways to account for why the high
states would not contribute to the reaction. For example,
overlapping of the exponential tails of the electron wa
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functions of both reagents determines the probability o
reaction. If the active site on the cavity wall is movab
radially, in proportion to densitypt(t), then the reaction
probability varies directly with exp(2a/pt

2), where a is a
positive coefficient. In this version of the theory, the relati
magnetic effect may be set maximally at 100%, at anyn, by
fitting a. Similar parameters appear in other scenarios t
explicitly allow for the loss of contribution to MBE with
growingm. However, those parameters cannot be determi
from comparison with experimental data, because an
biological effect also depends on a number of irrelevant f
tors. On the other hand, we cannot avoid having such a
rameter appear in the theory. Therefore, we used the ver
of the theory where such a model parameter appeared
implicitly: it is n, the number of accountable low-lyingm
states.

~2! 30 Å cavities are stated in the Comment to be imp
sible in a biological system. No physical reasons were p
vided for that statement. We cannot see why empty cavi
with molecular rotators cannot appear in the course of s
protein conformational changes@2#. It does not contradict
physical laws, at least until the opposite is proven. Therefo
it is an error to state that the aforementioned cavities
impossible in biology.

~3! It is stated also that~i! the cavities must have almos
perfect symmetry, correct to 1028, in order for the eigen-
states of angular momentum to be stationary states and
interference to occur and~ii ! the potential we used would
destroy the interference. There are two errors in these s
ments.

The cavity potential for theoscillator may be presented a
a sum of the axially symmetric part and the part having
such symmetry. The latter is a small perturbation and
assume it to be less than about 0.1~a small parameter!, for
the idealization of axial symmetry to make sense. Every p
turbed eigenfunction@a sum of exp(imw) and a small com-
ponent# is stationary and suitable for calculating differe
observables that now decline from their unperturbed val
as well, the declination being approximately less than 0
The perturbation of any rotational symmetry does not s
the degenerated~at zero magnetic field! statesm,2m @3#. It
means that the Zeeman doublet shifts synchronously, a
whole, under such a perturbation. Thus, the interference
tween the Zeeman states remains unperturbed and only
accuracy of our calculations can be discussed, 0.1 being
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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ficient since we compare them with biological data featur
a large variance.

This is even more true for therotator, whose unperturbed
eigenstates exp(imw) are formed by the condition of free ro
tation. A small parameter here is the ratio of the perturbat
i.e., the characteristic potential valueU, to the rotation en-
ergy scale\2/2I;1028kBT. It may be derived from the as
sessment

U

kBT
;

tD

t
;10210,

wheretD is Debye relaxation time, andt is gyroscope relax-
ation time gained in our numerical computations. Then,
small parameter is about 1022 and our analysis, with
exp(imw) as approximations to eigenstates, is correct.

In numerical computations, we used a potential of
fourth order rotational symmetry. Since van der Waals for
are weak and quickly drop with distance, that potentialU,
even with its thermal agitation, did not destroy rotation c
herence within 0.1 s for 30 Å cavity. Note that we knowing
chose a low-symmetric potential, which is ‘‘bad’’ for a
MBE, since actual biological cavities are likely to be mo
symmetric. Even in that case, we obtained a positive resu
means, again, the rotational numberm is a ‘‘good’’ quantum
number, and its eigenfunctions exp(imw) are suitable for dy-
namic description.

Consequently, for an MBE to take effect, the cavity p
tential may significantly decline from perfect axial symm
try, since perturbations of the potential do not affect the
ergy gap of the Zeeman sublevels, nor do eigenfuncti
exp(imw) become unsuitable within the adopted accura
The bad low-symmetric potential we used retained rotatio
coherence within the limits required by an MBE. Henc
both statements~i! and ~ii ! are wrong.

~4! The reaction probability taken in our work was pr
portional to the squared, smoothed, probability densitypt

2 of
the rotator to be in a certain angular position as an appr
mation of general dependence. It is stated in the Comm
that the dismissal of the linear term is a mistake. We do
agree with this. Consider the contribution tor of linear term
pt(t), which is equal to~correct to a multiplier!

pt~ t !5 (
mm8n

smm8~0!
sinh~bt!

bt
e2 i (m2m8)we2btJn~zmm8!.

~2!

Integration gives the mean reaction probability

Pw5w lim
u→`

E
2u

t

pt~ t2t8!dt8

5w (
mm8n

smm8~0!
sinhbt

bt
e2 i (m2m8)w

1

b
Jn~zmm8!,
s
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that depends onw and should be averaged overw
P@0,2p#:

P5
w

G

sinhh

h (
m

smm~0!.

We conclude that the linear term does not contribute to
MBE, however, it contributes to the field-independent part
the reaction probability and decreases, generally speak
the relativemagnitudeof MBE. Given this, we note, that~i!
relative weights of the linear and quadratic terms are
known and~ii ! comparison of theoretical and experimen
MBE magnitudesgives no information. The only thing we
may do is compareforms ~amplitude dependencies! of re-
sponses. The linear term does not change the form and g
nothing essential. This discussion returns us to item~1! of
the Reply.

~5! A simplified method was used in the Comment: wa
function formalism instead of the density matrix approac
As a result, the reasoning, in part, lacks a relationship to
criticizable object. The smoothing constantt enters all the
expressions in our theory in combination with the inver
lifetime G, as a producth5Gt. Analysis given in the Com-
ment cannot take into account this context since it fails
plicitly to allow for G. As we have shown, the product has
fulfill inequality Gt,1 in order to manifest an interference
On the other hand,t has to be large enough to ensu
smoothing of fast oscillations. This gives

vg
21,t,G21,

the inequalities that provide a rather free choice fort. It was
a mistaken statement in the Comment thatt must be of a
certain value.

~6! With regard to formula~18! in @1#, it should read

r512
1

11
1

4
J1

2~h8!

,

as follows from the above general expression~1!; we thank J.
C. Gill for having pointed out that inaccuracy.

In conclusion, the main statement of the Comment ‘‘t
mechanism proposed by BS would not lead to any detect
MBE’’ is not substantiated in view of the reasoning listed
this Reply.
n
he
der
@1# V.N. Binhi and A.V. Savin, Phys. Rev. E65, 051912~2002!.
@2# V.N. Binhi, Magnetobiology: Underlying Physical Problem

~Academic Press, San Diego, 2002!.
@3# For that splitting a perturbation must include differentiatio
over the angular variable, which obviously is not so for t
discussed cavity deformations of some symmetry group. Un
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such a deformation each Zeeman sublevel appears to be
once more in accordance with an irreducible representatio
the symmetry group of the perturbation. However, it would
quite improbable that new splitting is exactly of the same va
02390
plit
of

e

as magnetic splitting~it is likely much stronger than magneti
splitting!. Therefore, several similar Zeeman multiplets app
instead of the one unperturbed. This does not influence
interference.
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Comment on ‘‘Molecular gyroscopes and biological effects of weak extremely
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A mechanism whereby reaction rates may be influenced by weak alternating magnetic fields has been
suggested by Binhi and Savin@Phys. Rev. E65, 051912~2002!# to account for certain magnetobiological
effects. It is proposed that the fields influence the probability of reaction of molecular rotators~gyroscopes! by
inducing interference between eigenstates of angular momentum superposed in their wave functions. The
predicted variation of reaction rate with the amplitude of the alternating field is found to be qualitatively
consistent with observation. It is commented that the required interference occurs only in circumstances which
are quite implausible, and that even if it were possible, the interference would not lead to a detectable
magnetobiological effect.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.023901 PACS number~s!: 87.50.Mn, 87.15.2v, 82.30.Fi
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In a recent paper@1#, Binhi and Savin~BS hereafter! sug-
gest how biological reaction rates might be influenced
alternating magnetic fields with strength of the same orde
the geomagnetic field, and frequency in the range 10–
Hz. They consider an ensemble in which each molecul
constrained to rotate about a fixed axis in a protein cav
and reacts with a fixed site on the cavity wall. It is show
that if the cavity is large enough, the rotational states h
lifetimes of the order of 1022 s at ordinary temperatures. Th
long lifetime allows such molecular rotators~‘‘gyroscopes’’!,
when created in a superposition of eigenstates of ang
momentum, to exhibit quantum interference when subjec
to a weak magnetic field. BS propose that the influence
this on the probability of reaction accounts for the biologic
effects of weak alternating magnetic fields, and obtain
expression for the field dependence of reaction rate, wh
agrees qualitatively with experimental evidence presente

In this Comment, it is pointed out that the quantum int
ference is possible only in conditions which are most u
likely to exist in a biological system, and that even if th
interference were to occur, it would not lead to a detecta
magnetobiological effect~MBE!.

The circumstances in which the quantum interference
tween rotational states might lead to a MBE have alre
been discussed by Adair@2# in an analysis of the ion para
metric resonance~IPR! model, in which the states are thos
of an ion constrained by the walls of a spherically symme
cavity. Adair identified several unrelated reasons why no
tectable MBE is to be expected from the IPR mechanism
weak fields.

The BS proposal avoids some of the problems of the I
models. Whereas the rotational states in the IPR model
likely to have lifetimes less than 10210 s, those of the
molecular rotators evidently can be sufficiently long liv
to support interference in weak fields, at least in princip
The problem of correlating the phase of the interferen
~which is expected to vary randomly between rotators! with
that of the applied alternating field is also avoided, by p
tulating a quadratic relation between reaction rate and p
ability density.

It is, however, practically impossible for the cavities d
1063-651X/2003/68~2!/023901~3!/$20.00 68 0239
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manded by the BS model to occur in biological systems. T
necessary lifetimes require cavities of diameter 30 Å, em
except for the molecular rotator. Further, as in the IP
model, the cavities must have almost perfect axial symme
if the required interference is to occur between the sup
posed eigenstates of angular momentum. If the rotators
subjected to the Lennard-Jones potentials quoted by BS,
the interference would be destroyed by a departure fr
symmetry of the order of 1 part in 108, as the eigenstates o
angular momentum would no longer be stationary states
the BS model, the active site on the cavity wall makes su
a departure from symmetry seemingly inevitable.

Although it is clear from this that the BS model cannot
expected to represent a real biological system, it is still u
ful to enquire whether an ensemble of ideal rotators, as p
posed by BS, would, in fact, exhibit a detectable MBE. Th
is discussed in the remainder of the Comment. It is fou
that the alternating field has an appreciable effect on
reaction rate only of rotators occupying a few low-lying r
tational states, and then only if further restrictive conditio
are met. As a result, any MBE is far smaller than could
detected.

The way in which the proposed MBE arises in an e
semble of rotators is now outlined, following BS. In the a
sence of field, quantization of angular momentum leads
mediately to the rotator energy levels:

«m5m2\2/2I , m50,61, . . . , ~1!

wherem\ is the angular momentum andI the moment of
inertia. The wave function corresponding to angular mom
tum m\ is expressed by

um&5eimfe2( i /\)«mt, ~2!

where the intrinsic time dependence is included and a n
malization factor omitted.

The rotator is assumed to carry an effective chargeq
round a path of radiusR. When the angular momentum i
m\, this is equivalent to a currentqm\/2pI encircling an
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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areapR2, and thus to magnetic momentqR2m\/2I . In an
axial magnetic fieldH, the energy then becomes

«m5
\2

2I
m22

qR2\H

2I
m, ~3!

lifting the degeneracy betweenum& and u2m&, but leaving
their spatial wave functions unchanged.

Now suppose that at timet50 a rotator is created in som
superposition of statesum&, and subjected to an axial mag
netic field H5Hdc1HacsinVt, with an alternating compo
nent. It is sufficient to consider superpositions of two sta
of the form
th
re

d

re

-
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C5cmum&1cm8um8&, ~4!

wherecm5(1/A2)e2 iu/2, cm85(1/A2)e1 iu/2, andu specifies
the relative phase of the contributions. With«m now varying
on account ofHac, the intrinsic time dependence ofum& is
exp@2(i/\)*0

t «m(t8)dt8#, which can be written as

expF2 i S \

2I
m2t2mvgt2mvg

h8

V
sinVt D G

with vg5qR2Hdc/2I and h85Hac/Hdc. Probability p(t)
5C* (t,F)C(t,F) of the rotator being found at timet.0
at positionF of the active site is then
11cosH ~m2m8!F2u2
\

2I
~m22m82!t1~m2m8!vgt1~m2m8!vg

h8

V
sinVtJ , ~5!
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where a normalizing factor is omitted. BS expressp(t) in
terms of density matrices rather than wave functions, but
two formalisms are equivalent here and lead to identical
sults.

With I 510235 g cm2, q being the electronic charge, an
R51027 cm, as suggested by BS, one has\/2I'107 s21

and vg'10 s21 when H5100 mT. As umu'870 when«m
5kBT at temperatureT5300 K, p(t) may oscillate with a
frequency up to the microwave region. BS describe the
sponse of the active site to variations inp(t) by a sliding
average, over time 2t@2I /\, whose smoothing effect en
sures that such rapid oscillations can be disregarded.
smoothedp(t), denoted bypt(t), is then equal to 1 excep
whenm852m, in which case

pt~ t !511cosH 2mF2u12mvgt12mvg

h8

V
sinVtJ ,

~6!

provided that 2mvgt!1. A factore2Gt may be included to
take account of the finite lifetimeG21 of the rotator.

The probability of the rotator reacting is some function
pt(t). For an ensemble of many rotators in a steady state
reaction rate is proportional to the average of this probabi
with respect to time andu. This average will be denoted b
S, with S0 being its value in the absence ofHac. Following
BS, r512S0 /S is used as a measure of any MBE.

Suppose first that the reaction probability depends line
on pt(t). A MBE may then arise wheneverV52mvg /n,
with n being an integer. In that situation, the argument of
cosine in Eq.~6! increases nonuniformly witht, but in the
same way in each cycle of sinVt, and the time average o
pt(t) differs from 1 to an extent dependent onh8 andu.

This possibility ofpt(t) departing from 1 was noted b
Binhi @3#, but dismissed as being of no physical significan
as in experiments, conditionV52mvg /nV is never satis-
fied exactly. Its dismissal is, however, mistaken: the respo
e
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f
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e

e

se

is broadened by the inverse lifetimeG of the rotators, which,
in effect, makesvg uncertain, and a MBE results if the rota
tors have some preferred value of 2mF2u. This MBE ap-
pears to be predicted by Eq.~14! of Ref. @1#, if the lack of
any specific mention ofF and u is taken to imply that
2mF2u50. However, as discussed in Ref.@3#, the equa-
tion is intended to apply only whenu2mvg2nVu@G. As
pt(t) then behaves, during successive cycles of sinVt , as
thoughu had changed by an amount incommensurate w
2p, averaging with respect to time becomes equivalen
averaging also with respect to randomu. As is expected, ifu
are distributed randomly, the average is then 1, and no M
arises.

To obtain a MBE with randomu, BS assume a probability
of reaction proportional topt

2(t), and suppose also tha
2mvgt is of the order of 1. These restricted circumstanc
can hardly be of frequent occurrence: a quadratic depend
of the probability onpt(t) would usually be accompanied b
a ~possibly much larger! linear term, and it would be a sur
prising coincidence if t were roughly the same a
(2mvg)

21. The estimates ofr made below, on the basis o
these assumptions, are thus the upper limit of what migh
possible in the already idealized situation being consider

The way in which a MBE then arises can be seen
considering the effect of smoothing and squaring Eq.~6! for
pt(t). With no extra smoothing one hasS5 3

2 , after averag-
ing with respect tou and t. The smoothing reduces the am
plitude of the cosine term, but because the periodicity
pt(t) is modulated at frequencyV, the reduction~and there-
fore S) depends onh8, leading to a MBE.

Allowance for randomu may again be made by avoidin
the singularities~broadened byG) which in occur pt

2(t)
whenV52mvg /n or V54mvg /n. This leads to

S511
1

2 (
n52`

`
1

11~2mvg1nV!2t2 Jn
2S h8

2mvg

V D , ~7!
1-2
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when, as is now assumed,Gt!1. Rather than a sliding av
erage, which leads to problems whenGt is large, the
smoothing has been assumed to be governed byṗt5(p
2pt)/t, as in relaxation with time constantt.

Except for the treatment of smoothing, Eq.~7! is close to
that for S given by BS, the appropriate density matrix el
ments beingsmm5sm8m85usmm8u5

1
2 . However, it should

be noted that the diagonal elements, not being associ
with any time dependence, contribute the square of th
sum, here (smm1sm8m8)

2, whence the initial term 1 in
Eq. ~7!.

The behavior ofS, as a function ofh8, depends on
2mvgt andV/2mvg . When 2mvgt is small,S falls mono-
tonically with h8, and approaches 1 asymptotically. Wi
larger 2mvgt, oscillatory behavior develops, which is mo
evident when 2mvg is close toV, when it first appears for
2mvgt'1. When 2mvgt is greater than 2,S rises from
near 1 whenh850, to a maximum whenh8'2, followed by
a succession of maxima of decreasing amplitude. This
havior, which provides the MBE which BS compared wi
experiment, arises because the smoothing causes the su
Eq. ~7! to be dominated by the termn521.

The maximum ofS/S0 is greatest when 2mvgt@1 and
V52mvg . One then has

r512
1

11
1

2
J1

2~h8!

, ~8!

with maximum value 0.145. This, however, is approach
only for V within t21 of 2mvg . More realistic MBE is
found with 2mvgt'5, which gives maximumr about 0.13
when V/2mvg51, but greater than 0.07 for allV/2mvg
between 0.6 and 1.2.

Equation~18! of Ref. @1# differs from Eq.~8! in omitting
the factor1

2 from the denominator. The difference is a res
of the contribution toS of the diagonal elements of the de
sity matrix having been taken ass00

2 , where u0& is intro-
duced to provide a contribution independent ofHac. How-
ever, that is not necessary: the diagonal elementssmm and
sm8m8 , wrongly omitted in Ref.@1#, already make a contri
bution (smm1sm8m8)

2 which is independent ofHac.
It is evident that even in this ideal situation, and when

superposition is of the two low-lying states most close
matched toV, the MBE arising from quantum interference
s

g-
r
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rather weak, withr being of the order of 0.1~denoted byr0

below!. With V/2p'50 Hz and vg as estimated above
2mvg'V whenumu'15, andr arises mainly from rotators
having umu between perhaps 10 and 25.

As rotators in other states havept
2(t) close to 1, they

make field-independent contributions toS @4#, whose effect
is to reducer. To estimate the likely value ofr, one needs to
know how the rotators are created in superpositions of sta
The most effective way would be for them to be suddenly
free to rotate, with no immediate change in wave functio
after being subjected to a potential in which they occu
stationary states having wave functionsC suitably localized
with respect tof. It is not difficult to see that ifC is re-
stricted~improbably! to a range 2p of f, then half the origi-
nal stationary states are the required superpositions ofum&
and u2m& ~the others are superpositions of several su
pairs, which make smaller contributions tor). If the station-
ary states are occupied as in thermal equilibrium before
rotator is created, then the probability that it will appear
one which contributes significantly tor is about 0.02, so tha
r'0.02r0'231023. It is most unlikely that a MBE would
be detectable in this situation, despite its already having b
idealized in so many ways@5#.

Still lower estimates ofr result if, as is more likely,C is
initially restricted to a smaller range off, as all the station-
ary states then become superpositions of several pair
statesum& andu2m&, and occupationpm of eachum& is less
than 1

2 . As the contribution ofum& to r is proportional topm
2 ,

the effect is to multiplyr by a factor of the order of 2pm if
all them lie within the contributing range, and of the order
4pm

2 if most lie outside it. In terms of the density matrix, th
field-dependent contributions toS depend on usmm8u

2

5pmpm8 , but the squared sum of the diagonal elemen
which provides the constant term, necessarily remains 1
the ~not necessarily extreme! case whereC occupies a range
of f of the order of 2p/mT , wheremT'870 is the value of
m for which «m5kBT, then approximatelymT pairs of states
are superposed, andr is reduced to about 1027.

It is clear from this that even if rotators were availab
with adequate lifetimes and surroundings of perfect ax
symmetry, and had probability of reaction dependent only
pt

2(t) and smoothing time constantt matched to (2mvg)
21,

the mechanism proposed by BS would not lead to any
tectable MBE in weak alternating fields.
en-

ot
els
@1# V.N. Binhi and A.V. Savin, Phys. Rev. E65, 051912~2002!.
@2# R.K. Adair, Bioelectromagnetics~N.Y.! 19, 181 ~1998!.
@3# V.N. Binhi, Magnetobiology: Underlying Physical Problem

~Academic Press, London, 2002!.
@4# There would be no field-independent contributions toS if the

probability of reaction were proportional to (pt21)2 rather
than topt

2 . That would be equivalent to the omission of dia
onal elements of the density matrix from the expression foS
given by BS; the extent to which they are present is not
tirely clear. It is not obvious how a dependence on (pt21)2

~or, for that matter, one purely onpt
2) could arise.

@5# While living systems are never exactly in equilibrium, it is n
credible that they support the selective population of lev
having energy of the order of 1024kBT, which is needed if the
MBE is to be observable.
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